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I. STATEMENT

The Micromagnetics Module for COMSOL Multiphysics is mainly developed by Dr. We-

ichao Yu started from his PhD study under supervision of Prof. Jiang Xiao at Fudan Uni-

versity. The module is now being and will be further updated at Institute for Nanoelectronic

devices and Quantum computing, Fudan University.

The Micromagnetics Module is designed for COMSOL users who are researchers, engineers

and students working in the field of Magnonics or Spintronics, and any other fields which

is related to magnetism. The users are supposed to (i) be familiar with the operation of

COMSOL Multiphysics and (ii) have academic background on condensed-matter physics/-

magnetism/spintronics/magnonics. Required basic knowledge will NOT be introduced in

this user’s guide. If you are a beginner, the following materials are suggested for you:

For beginners on COMSOL Multiphysics, you can learn basically everything from the

Reference Manual. You can find it at (if you install COMSOL to Windows in a default way)

C:\Program Files\COMSOL\COMSOLXX\Multiphysics\doc

\pdf\COMSOL_Multiphysics\COMSOL_ReferenceManual.pdf

where ”XX” is the version of COMSOL, such as 56 for version 5.6. You can also visit the

official site https://comsol.com for other learning materials.

For beginners on magnonics, it’s recommended to read Dr. Weichao Yu’s PhD thesis (writ-

ten in Chinese) which can be found online at Fudan University Library (only for internal vis-

it) http://10.55.101.196/docinfo.action?id1=b5518472e63044c82ba43f631cf70dbe&id2=

Nzk0OTQ=. The Micromagnetics Module is developed following the roadmap in the thesis.

Non-Chinese users can check the English publications listed in Section.VI and the review

article https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2020.12.004 which cover most of the con-

tents in the thesis.

While using the Micromagnetics Module, please follow the regulations of COMSOL com-

pany as well as the laws of your country. Do not crack the module file by yourself. For

any questions and bugs, please report via email to wcyu@fudan.edu.cn. If not stated, the

examples of this user’s guide are conducted using COMSOL v5.6 and the module file may

not be compatible with lower version.

https://comsol.com
http://10.55.101.196/docinfo.action?id1=b5518472e63044c82ba43f631cf70dbe&id2=Nzk0OTQ=
http://10.55.101.196/docinfo.action?id1=b5518472e63044c82ba43f631cf70dbe&id2=Nzk0OTQ=
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physrep.2020.12.004
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II. INSTALL AND UPDATE

How to install. When you are authorized to become a user of the Micromagnetics

Module, you will be distributed with a single file named as Micromagnetics Module.jar.

Step 1. Copy the .jar file to the COMSOL installation folder (You may need authoriza-

tion from the administrator.). For Windows users, the default path is

C:\Program Files\COMSOL\COMSOL56\Multiphysics\plugins

The .jar file will be automatically imported when the following setup is finished.

Step 2. Run COMSOL Multiphysics, and you will see the starting interface for default

installation as shown below, which indicates that the Physics Builder is not enabled yet.

Step 3. Click File\Preferences\Physics Builder and click the checkbox to enable

Physics Builder. Click OK and restart COMSOL Multiphysics.
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Step 4. Restarting COMSOL Multiphysics, you will see an extra icon, indicating that

now you can import customized physics. Click Model Wizard and select physics. Now

you can see a new option, which is the Micromagnetics Module we imported. Skip the first

three steps if the Physics Builder is already enabled.

Since the module solves the time-dependent Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, only the

Time Dependent study is supported. Study in frequency domain will be supported in the

future via another independent module.

How to update. The functions of Micromagnetics Module will be further updated in the

future. When you get the updated module file (which will be named same as the original

file), copy it to the same path mentioned above and overwrite the original file.
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III. MODELLING WITH MICROMAGNETICS MODULE

Now we can perform modelling using Micromagnetics Module in the same way as other

preset modules in COMSOL.

A. Main node: Micromagnetics (mm)

Here the dependent variables are defined. It’s well known that the magnetic moment is

modeled as a three-dimensional vector m = (mx,my,mz) and they are defined in COMSOL

as mX, mY, mZ. The version number will be displayed at the main node.
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B. Governing equation: Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation

1. Equation Overview

The governing equation for micromagnetics is Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation:

∂m

∂t
= −γm×Heff + αm× ∂m

∂t
+ τSTT + τ (1)

where m is the macrospin vector and Heff is the effective field whose components vary with

materials. τSTT is spin-transfer torque and τ is other form of torques such as spin-orbit

torque which can be customized by the user. We consider the effective field as

Heff = A∇2m + (K ·m) |êK |+ H + HDMI + HT (2)

which includes exchange interaction, uniaxial anisotropy, external field, Dzyalosinskii-Moriya

interaction (DMI) and random field induced by thermal fluctuations.

By expanding the following sections, one can input parameters and customize effective

fields and torques.

2. Basic Properties

Here you can input basic parameters, such as Gilbert damping, gyromagnetic ratio,

exchange coefficient and saturated magnetization. The default parameters are chosen

for YIG.
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Slightly different from conventional definition, the anisotropy coefficient K is now a

vector, indicating not only the magnitude but also the direction of the easy/hard axis. A

positive K indicates for the easy-axis anisotropy while a negative one indicates for the hard-

axis anisotropy (or easy-plane normal to the hard axis). The external field H is initially

designed for static fields. However, it can be used in a more powerful way. For example,

input 100[A/m]*sin(2*pi*1[GHz]*t) to apply an oscillating field with certain amplitude

and frequency, or input temw.Hx etc. to call solutions from other physical interfaces such as

RF module (to be introduced in Section V).

Other than external field or uniaxial anisotropy, the remaining parameters mentioned

above are all Variables, which means they can be a function of space, time and other

variables. For example, input 5e-4*(dom==1)*(t<1[ns]) indicating that the damping at

region Domain 1 is 5 × 10−4 before t = 1 ns and is zero after that, and for the remaining

regions the damping is always zero.

3. Spin-Transfer Torque

The spin-transfer torque (STT) terms read as

τSTT = (
µBP

eMs

j · ∇)m− βm× (
µBP

eMs

j · ∇)m (3)
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where µB is Bohr magneton and e is electron charge, whose values are embedded in the

module. Users can input spin polarization factor P , charge current density and

non-adiabatic coefficient β. Here, the charge current density is a vector having the

same dimension with the model, which can be input manually or coupled to other physical

interfaces, such as AC/DC Module Electric Currents to be introduced in Section V. Check

the activating spin-transfer torque box to active the STT terms and clear it when STT

is absent.

4. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction

There are two kinds of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction, the bulk-type one and

interfacial-type one:

Hb
DMI = −D∇×m, Hi

DMI = D[(∇ ·m)êz −∇mz]. (4)

You can choose either type by clicking the checkbox. You can also input the strength of

DMI, i.e. DMI coefficient below, whose default value is D = 0 A, indicating the absence

of DMI. You can also turn off DMI by clearing both checkboxes.

Warning: You are supposed to choose only one of the two types at one time, otherwise

the physics is not correct.
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It should be noticed that for the interfacial-type DMI, we assume the normal vector of

the interface is along z direction. In the presence of DMI, appropriate boundary conditions

should also be applied. The boundary conditions will be introduced in Section.III E.

5. Finite Temperature

In the presence of finite temperature, thermal fluctuations are modeled by random effective

fields, which takes the following form

HT = η

√
2αkBT

γµ0Ms∆V∆t
(5)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, µ0 the vacuum permeability and T the temperature to be

input in Kelvin scale.

The randomness of the thermal fluctuation field is introduced by a vector random function

η with normal distribution (mean is 0 and standard deviation is 1). The random function
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follows the restriction that < ηi(t)ηj(t′) >= δijδ(t − t′) with i, j = x, y, z, indicating that

there is no spatial and temporal correlation for the random function. You can input any

positive integer in the field of Random Seed to generate different sequence of random

number in each simulation, e.g. you can input the date today. ∆V is the volume of a unit

cell and can be replaced by the mesh volume in finite elements method. In general cases,

you can input a constant value such as 10−22 m3. For extremely inhomogeneous meshes, you

can use the built-in variable meshvol to evaluate the mesh size. ∆t is the time step taken

in your simulation. Check the activating finite temperature box to activate the thermal

effects and clear it for zero temperature (equivalent to setting T = 0 K).

Warning: Make sure that time step here is consistent with the one taken in the solver,

otherwise the energy distribution of magnon excitation will be incorrect, equivalent to a

wrong estimation of temperature.

C. Conservation of Unit Moment

The micromagnetic model requires that the magnitude of the magnetic moment should

be conserved:

m2
x +m2

y +m2
z = 1 or |m|2 = 1. (6)

Such a constraint is necessary for LLG equation expressed in Cartesian coordinate,

but automatically fulfilled when the LLG equation is expressed in spherical coordinate
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(mx,my,mz) = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). Solving LLG equation in spherical coordi-

nate (with only two dependent variables θ and φ) can accelerate the computation, but

suffers from singularity problems. The Micromagnetics Module in spherical coordinate is

scheduled to be updated in the future version.

D. Initial Value

To solve PDE, initial values for dependent variables are required. The default initial

state for the magnetization is set to along z direction. It’s suggested to set anisotropy

or external field parallel with the initial magnetization to avoid numerical failures. The

initial values here are also variables, which can be spatially dependent, so that initial profile

of domain wall, skyrmion and other magentic textures can be input here.

E. Optional Features

Right-clicking the main node, you will get extra options to facilitate your modelling.

1. Pinning Boundary Condition

When you apply Pinning Boundary Condition, you are forcing the value of magne-

tization on chosen boundaries to be fixed. For example, input m = {0, 0, 1} to force the
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magnetization on the chosen boundaries to align in z direction. Remember to keep the norm

of m to be 1, otherwise numerical problems may occur.

2. Bulk DMI Boundary Condition

In the presence of bulk-type DMI, remember to apply Bulk DMI Boundary Condition

with following expression:

∂m

∂n
= − D

2A
(m× n) (7)

Remember to check the bulk type checkbox in Section.III B 4.
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3. Interfacial DMI Boundary Condition

In the presence of interfacial-type DMI, remember to apply Interfacial DMI Boundary

Condition with following expression:

∂m

∂n
=

D

2A
(ẑ× n)×m (8)

Remember to check the interfacial type checkbox in Section.III B 4. Due to the broken

inversion symmetry of interfacial-type DMI and assumption that normal vector of interface

is along z direction, the boundary condition only takes effect on boundaries in x− y plane.

4. Periodic Boundary Condition

In order to simulate models with periodic features such as magnonic crystals, periodic

boundary condition is needed. Choose boundaries, and system will automatically recognize

them as source (src) and destination (dst).
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IV. BUILT-IN VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS

Ohter than variables and constants built in COMSOL Multiphysics, there are new ones

defined in Micromagnetics Module, which are listed below in case users may invoke them

when customizing effective fields or torques.

The default prefix for Micromagnetics Module is mm. When the software detects undefined

variables, it’s better to try the full name such as mm.mX. All effective fields are defined in

the dimension of A/m, so the coefficients are defined according to this convention. Take

the exchange coefficient A as example, whose conventional dimension is J/m and current

dimension is A·m. The transformation can be described as Anew
[A·m] =

2Aold
[J/m]

µ0Ms
. The same rule

apply for other parameters such as uniaxial anisotropy K and DMI coefficient D.
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TABLE I. Built-in variables and constants in Micromagnetics Module

Name Symbol Dimension Description

mX, mY, mZ m = {mx,my,mz} 1 unit magnetization (dependent variables)

alpha α 1 Gilbert damping

gamma γ Hz/(A/m) gyromagnetic ratio

Ms Ms A/m saturated magnetization

A A A·m exchange coefficient

H1, H2, H3 H = {Hx, Hy, Hz} A/m external field (effective field)

K1, K2, K3 K = {Kx,Ky, kz} A/m uniaxial anisotropy

P P 1 spin polarization factor

jX, jY, jZ j = {jx, jy, jz} A/m2 charge current density

tau1, tau2, tau3 τ = {τx, τy, τz} 1/s torques

beta β 1 non-adiabatic coefficient

muB µB A·m2 Bohr magneton (hidden in interface)

D D A DMI coefficient

Dbtype - Boolean bulk-type DMI (checkbox)

Ditype - Boolean interfacial-type DMI (checkbox)

m_initX, m_initY, m_initZ - 1 initial value of dependent variables

seed - 1 random seed

T T K Temperature

ActSTT - Boolean activating STT

ActTem - Boolean activating finite temperature

dV ∆V m3 unit cell volumn

dt ∆t s time step taken by the solver
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V. MULTIPHYSICS COUPLING

One of the advantages to use COMSOL for micromagnetic simulation is its ability to

realize multiphysics coupling.

A. Magnetostatic Coupling (AC/DC Module)

A magnetic moment is equivalent to a magnetic dipole, which generates dipolar field to the

whole space. At the same time, the magnetic moment feels the dipolar fields generated by

other moments, resulting in dipole-dipole interaction. Dipolar spin waves can be simulated

in the presence of dipole-dipole interaction. Except the Micromagnetics Module, another

physics interface governing the Maxwell’s equations is needed. To simulate magnetostatic

problems, the Magnetic Fields, No Currents (mfnc) interface in AC/DC Module is sufficient.

A simple demonstration for magnetostatic coupling is to simulate the demagnetizing field

of a magnetized sphere. Add Magnetic Fields, No Currents (mfnc) interface and establish

the appropriate geometry (two spheres, one for the magnetic sphere and the other one for

the air region).

For the Domain 1 (the air), set the relative permeability µr as 1.
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For the Domain 2 (the magnetic sphere), set the magnetization which is the solution

from Micromagnetics Module, where Ms = 0.194× 106 A/m is the saturated magnetization

for YIG. It should be noticed that the dependent variables (mx,my,mz) are dimensionless.

It’s also necessary to import the solutions from AC/DC Module to Micromagnetcs Module.
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Add terms mfnc.Hx, mfnc.Hy and mfnc.Hz to the external fields. An extra static field

with magnitude 105 A/m is applied in the z direction to stabilize the magnetization inside

the sphere. Large Gilbert damping is chosen to accelerate the relaxation process.

The simulation shows the self-consistent solutions for magnetization distribution (blue

arrows), demagnetizing field (red arrows) and magnetic scalar potential (color).
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B. Spin Cavitronics (RF Module)

Spin Cavitronics is the interdiscipline of Spintronics and microwave cavity, where the

magnetic excitations are coupled with electromagnetic excitations. In this manner, AC/DC

Module which applies magnetostatic approximation is no longer sufficient and RF Module

has to be introduced.

Considering a YIG sphere hanged over a metallic waveguide, input the effective field from

RF Module into Micromagnetics Module with the prefix temw., so that the dynamics of YIG

sphere can be affected by the electromagnetic excitations.

Similarly, input the solution of magnetization from Micromagnetics Module into RF Mod-

ule. Remember that a static magnetic moment produces magnetostatic fields, and a dynamic

magnetic moment radiates electromagnetic waves.

At initial time step, the space is empty (without electromagnetic fields), which is not
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physical and may induce numerical divergence during initialization. So, there are two steps

to run the time-dependent simulation (same as AC/DC Module, although not mentioned in

detail in the last section).

Step 1: Relaxation. Take the default expressions as the initial values, i.e. magnetization

in YIG sphere is aligned in z direction and there is no electromagnetic field distribution in

the entire domain. Choose the Free method for time stepping, so that the hybrid system

can evolve rapidly to the self-consistent solution. In this step, we care about the final state

rather than the dynamical process, so we can use a large Gilbert damping to accelerate

the relaxation process. Here simulation duration is set to 1ns, which is sufficient for a large

Gilbert damping α = 0.4. Run the simulation to finish the first step.

Step 2: Excitation. When the first step is finished, we need to inherit the solution at

the last time step as the initial values for later simulation. Follow the setups in the figure

below and click Get Initial Value for Step to inherit the solution.
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Remember not to clear solutions, otherwise the initial values will also be cleared and you

need to go back to step 1 and ”prepare the sample” again. Now you can turn on the Ports

preset in RF Module to inject electromagnetic waves and change the settings for the time-

dependent solver into e.g. Generalized alpha with strict steps taken by solver, so that

the dynamical process can be simulated in high accuracy. Also remember to reset Gilbert

damping back to normal values.

C. Antiferromagnetic Spintronics (Micromagnetics Module ×2)

In antiferromagnetic materials, magnetic moments in neighbour sublattices are aligned

in an anti-parallel way. Such a system can be modelled by two coupled LLG equations.

Micromagnetics Module can couple not only to other physical interfaces, but also to itself.

However, since finite elements method is designed for continuum system, such an antiferro-

magnetic modelling refers to Synthetic Antiferromagnets (SAF).

Import Micromagnetics Module two times and you will obtain two sets of independent LLG

equations. You can rename the dependent variables such as maX, maY, maZ, mbX, mbY, mbZ

respectively for two sub-lattices and system will automatically rename dependent variables

in the LLG equation (new feature since V1.32).

Set the initial state of sub-lattice b to align in −z direction (or vice versa).
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Input extra terms such as -He*mbX to introduce inter-layer exchange coupling between

two sub-lattices. Here He=1e5[A/m] is defined elsewhere for the strength of coupling and

the minus sign indicates that the coupling is antiferromagnetic, i.e. magnetic moments in

two sub-lattices tend to align antiparallel. It should be noticed that both ±z directions are

stable in the presence of uniaxial anisotropy.

You can visualize the magnetic moments on two sub-lattices by plotting them in arrows

with different color.

D. Current-Magnetization Mutual Dynamics (AC/DC Module)

It has been introduced in Section.III B 3 that current-induced spin-transfer torque can

drive magnetization. The charge current density j can be either input manually or introduced

from the solution of AC/DC Module Electric Currents. The variables are ec.Jx, ec.Jy,
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ec.Jz. Such a coupling can be used to simulate texture motion in complex geometries

where current density has non-uniform spatial distribution.

However, such a coupling is unidirectional, which means that the electric currents can af-

fect magnetization, while modified magnetization cannot affect current distribution. In order

to realize bidirectional coupling, magnetization-dependent conductivity should be defined,

and the electric currents follows the Ohm’s law

j(r) = Σ̂[m(r)] · E(r), (9)

where E is electric field and Σ[m] is the magnetization-dependent electrical conductivity:

Σ̂[m] = σ⊥I + σδ

 m2
x mxmy

mymx m2
y

 + σAHE

 0 mz

−mz 0

 . (10)

Here we consider two mechanisms, with σ⊥ the isotropic conductivity, σδ induced by

Anisotropic Magnetiresistance (AMR), or Planar Hall Effect (PHE), and σAHE induced

by Anomalous Hall Effect (AHE). The definition of a tensor conductivity is supported in

the Electric Currents interface.

Further details on modelling method can be found in arXiv: 2101.03016.

E. Spin Caloritronics (Heat Transfer Module)

In the presence of finite temperature effect, it’s possible to couple the Micromagnetics

Module with the built-in Heat Transfer Module, where the temperature distribution can be
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obtained by solving heat diffusion equation. Now we can directly import the solution of

temperature from the Heat Transfer Module by inputting T to the Micromagnetics Module,

equivalent to mm.T=T. Here mm.T is the local variable defined in Micromagnetics Module

while T (without prefix) is the dependent variable of Heat Transfer Module. With this

multiphysics coupling method, it’s possible to perform micromagnetic simulation in the

presence of temperature gradient. If we further couple them with AC/DC Module Electric

Currents, it’s possible to simulate the effect of Joule heating.

It should be noticed that, here the coupling from Heat Transfer Module to Micromagnetics

Module is unidirectional, which means that the temperature distribution can affect mag-

netization dynamics, while the magnetization part cannot react back. In order to include

the inverse process, further consideration in the modelling level is needed.
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VI. EXAMPLES AND PUBLICATIONS

Here are references and examples accomplished by Micromagnetics Module. When you

publish your research using this module, you are encouraged to cite the any references below

which are related to your topic.

A. Ferromagnetic spin waves, textures and their interactions

[1] Jin Lan†, Weichao Yu†, Ruqian Wu, and Jiang Xiao

Spin-Wave Diode

Physical Review X 5, 041049, December, 2015.

†: equal contribution

[2] Weichao Yu†, Jin Lan†, Ruqian Wu, and Jiang Xiao

Magnetic Snell’s law and spin-wave fiber with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

Physical Review B 94, 140410(R), October, 2016.

†: equal contribution

[3] Weichao Yu, Jiang Xiao, and Gerrit E. W. Bauer

A Hopfield neural network in magnetic films with natural learning

arXiv: 2101.03016

[4] Weichao Yu and Jiang Xiao (COMSOL Conference presentation)

Spin dynamics simulation based on micromagnetic models

https://cn.comsol.com/paper/3c2a96daab4a69c6bbe7a6a3f91e7968-67443

B. Antiferromagnetic spin waves, textures and their interactions

[1] Jin Lan†, Weichao Yu†, and Jiang Xiao

Antiferromagnetic domain wall as spin wave polarizer and retarder

Nature Communications 8, 178, August, 2017.

†: equal contribution

[2] Weichao Yu, Jin Lan and Jiang Xiao

https://cn.comsol.com/paper/3c2a96daab4a69c6bbe7a6a3f91e7968-67443
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Polarization-selective spin wave driven domain-wall motion in antiferromagnets

Physical Review B 98, 144422, October, 2018.

[3] Matthew W. Daniels, Weichao Yu, Ran Cheng, Jiang Xiao and Di Xiao

Topological spin Hall effects and tunable skyrmion hall effects in uniaxial

antiferromagnetic insulators

Physical Review B 99, 224433, June, 2019.

[4] Weichao Yu, Jin Lan and Jiang Xiao

Magnetic logic gate based on polarized spin waves

Physical Review Applied 13, 024055, February, 2020

[5] Jin Lan, Weichao Yu and Jiang Xiao

Geometric magnonics with chiral magnetic domain walls

Physical Review B 103, 214407 (2021), June, 2021

C. Spin Cavitronics

[1] Weichao Yu, Tao Yu, and Gerrit E. W. Bauer

Circulating cavity magnon polaritons

Physical Review B 102, 064416 (2020), August, 2020

[2] Weichao Yu, Jiongjie Wang, H. Y. Yuan, and Jiang Xiao

Prediction of attractive level crossing via a dissipative mode

Physical Review Letters 123, 227201, November, 2019.

[3] Weichao Yu, Tao Yu, and Gerrit E. W. Bauer

Indirect Interactions between Magnets

Appointed by J. Phys. Cond. Mat. (JPCM) 2021 Magnonics Roadmap. (to be published)

[4] Weichao Yu and Jiang Xiao (COMSOL Conference presentation)

Spin Cavitronics, multiphysics simulation based on Micromagnetics and RF Module

https://cn.comsol.com/paper/93e41ac13c85f542b754fe535eeb86f9-96071

https://cn.comsol.com/paper/93e41ac13c85f542b754fe535eeb86f9-96071
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D. Spin Mechanics

[1] Kei Yamamoto, Weichao Yu, Tao Yu, Jorge Puebla, Mingran Xu, Sadamichi Maekawa

and Gerrit Bauer

Non-reciprocal Pumping of Surface Acoustic Waves by Spin Wave Resonance

Journal of the Physical Society of Japan, 89, 113702, October 7, 2020.

E. Other implementations

[1] Jian Shao, Hao Liu, Kai Zhang, Yang Yu, Weichao Yu, Hanxuan Lin, Jiebin Niu, Kai

Du, Yunfang Kou, Wengang Wei, Fanli Lan, Yinyan Zhu, Wenbin Wang, Jiang Xiao,

Lifeng Yin, E. W. Plummerd, and Jian Shen

Emerging single-phase state in small manganite nanodisks

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 113, 33, 9228-9231, August, 2016.

[2] Hanxuan Lin, Hao Liu, Lingfang Lin, Shuai Dong, Hongyan Chen, Yu Bai, Tian Miao,

Yang Yu, Weichao Yu, Jin Tang, Yinyan Zhu, Yunfang Kou, Jiebin Niu, Zhaohua Cheng,

Jiang Xiao, Wenbin Wan, Elbio Dagotto, Lifeng Yin and Jian Shen

Unexpected Intermediate State Photoinduced in the Metal-Insulator Transition of

Submicrometer Phase Separated Manganites

Physical Review Letters 120, 267202 (2018), June, 2018

[3] Gongzheng Chen, Jin Lan, Tai Min and Jiang Xiao

Narrow waveguide based on ferroelectric domain wall

arXiv: 2104.13157
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VII. RELEASE NOTES

A suffix β indicates that the version is not announced in public.

V1.0 released in July, 2021

• The first version includes exchange interaction, uniaxial anisotropy and interface for

arbitrary effective field and is able to perform multiphysics coupling with AC/DC

Module, RF Module and Micromagnetics Module itself.

V1.01 released in August, 2021

• Interface for arbitrary torque input is added.

V1.1

• A new section Spin-Transfer Torque is added and its coupling with AC/DC Module

Electric Currents is introduced.

V1.2

• DMI with both bulk-type and interfacial-type are added.

• DMI boundary conditions (both bulk-type and interfacial-type) are added.

• Pinning boundary condition is added.

• Periodic boundary condition is added.

V1.3

• Errors in Spin-Transfer Torque section are corrected.

• The checkbox for activating STT is added.

• A new section Finite Temperature is added and it’s coupling with Heat Transfer

Module is introduced.

V1.31

• A problem regarding to the easy/hard-axis anisotropy is fixed.
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V1.32

• The weak form of LLG equation is modified from scalar representation to a full vec-

tor representation, so that the naming problem of dependent variables is fixed when

multiple micromagnetics modules are introduced.

V1.33

• Error is fixed on the definition of dependent variables in unit moment conservation

constraint.

• A minus sign is added to the bulk-type DMI boundary condition to follow the conven-

tion of bulk-type DMI energy function.

To be updated

• Preset profiles of magnetic textures such as domain walls and skyrmions

• Other types of anisotropy such as cubic anisotropy

• Multiphysics coupling with Solid Mechanics Module in the presence of magneto-elastic

coupling

• Ferrorlectrics Module and its coupling with Micromagnetics Module in the presence of

magneto-electric coupling

• LLG equation in frequency domain (linear approximation)

• time-dependent LLG equation in spherical coordinate to accelerate simulation (but

may encounter singular points)

• Easy-Axis-Surface-Anisotropy (EASA) boundary condition
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